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The cash-machine formerly known as
RevenueSuite returns to the airwaves as
Google AdSense for Audio.

RevenueSuite, asource of additional income for radio stations, promises to be even more so in
this incarnation as AdSense for Audio, thanks to the power of Google technology. And when you
combine that with the industry's most innovative station automation products — SS32 and
Maestro — you'll understand why hundreds of stations in markets of every size are starting to talk
about the future of radio with renewed optimism.
At Google, our commitment is strong and clear and unchanging: we're here to help you run your
station more efficiently and profitably than ever before.
Visit www.google.corrilads/asaudio to find out more.
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Greater Media President/CEO Peter Smyth apart as amodem executive in achanging media world. In addition to his company's
aggressive rollout of HD Radio, Greater Media will be among the
first companies to adopt Arbitron's Portable People Meter for electronic audience measurement when the ratings company makes
Philadelphia — one of Greater Media's key markets — the first to
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From Our Chairman

By B Eric Rhoads CEO & Publisher

Is HD Ready For Prime Time?
Iexcitedly tore open the box of my
new Boston Acoustics Receptor Radio
HD. Though Ihad heard HD Radio at
NAB conventions, Ihad not experienced
it in my local market as a consumer.

"HD1" and "HD2." Iwas able to receive
the 10 HD stations listed, but finding the
HD2 multicast channels was difficult.
Of the 10 stations, Iwas only able to
tune in to two multicast channels offered

Once Igot the radio set up and strung
the antenna along the window of my
10th-floor office, Ifired that baby up.
As Ituned around the dial, Iwasn't
sure where to find the HD channels. Of

by one station, and one offered by
another. Ihave to assume the HD2 channels for all 10 stations are broadcasting,
but Icouldn't tune them all in. Icontinued
playing with the radio repeatedly, but I
still cannot access the multicast channels
consistently. Consumers won't be as determined as Iwas to make it work.
The audio quality on this little desktop
radio is excellent, so even the non-HD stations sound pretty good, but the HD signals
on the main frequency were spectacular.
The signals of the multicast channels I
could receive had excellent audio fidelity,
but Ihad to turn them up about 40 percent
to equal the main channel's volume.
The multicast channels had abuffering period of about five seconds when I
first tuned to them, so Iwasn't sure if Ihad
asignal unless Ilooked at the screen. And I
had to turn up the volume to make sure I
was receiving the station. As most people
are used to pushing the preset button and
hearing stations instantly, HD multicast
channels are disadvantaged.
Though I am thrilled with the

course Inever bothered to read the manual,
which later informed me of the "HD" indicator light on the display that tells users
when they've locked onto an HD station.
Before reading the manual Iwent to
HDRadio.com and looked up my local HD
stations. It would have been agood idea to
offer this information in abig, bold statement on the packaging: "To find local HD
Radio stations, log on to HDRadio.com."
Though Iknow all the background
about HD Radio from articles we've published and discussions I've had at industry
events, Itried to pretend Iwas an average
consumer when Iplugged it in. Sadly, the
consumer experience was aletdown. Even
after reading the instructions and tuning
to the list of HID stations, it was alittle
confusing. The listing on the website
showed the frequency of the main I-ID station, and listed its sideband channels as

Trade

audio fidelity of the HD broadcasts, the
consumer experience is not as intuitive
or as simple as with terrestrial radio. I
rate this experience as less than perfect,
especially with the multicast channels.
Iam very pro-HID Radio, and Iam
excited about the future benefits for the
industry and consumers. But the customer
experience is likely below the expectations
set by the hype they are hearing about HD
Radio. The desired experience should be: "I
am so in low with my first HD Radio that Iwant to
replace all the radios in my car, house, and office with
HD." Sadly, it's just not there yet. Based on
the amount of fiddling Ihad to do to get
the sideband stations, Iwould not rush out
and buy an HD Radio for my car.
We need HD Radio. Iapplaud the
promotional visibility the industry is giving HD, but perhaps we should lay low
now and work toward creating aperfect
consumer experience before we try to
drive sales of aproduct that is not ready
for market. e

To reach me, write: RADIO INK, B. Eric Rhoads, CEO/Publisher,
224 Datura Street, Suite 1015, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Phone: 561-655-8778 Fax: 561-655-6164
E-mail: Eric@radioink.com
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WMMR-Philadelphia morning show hosts Preston Elliot and Steve
Morrison collected over 100 tons of non-perishable food items and an
additional $ 18,000 in cash on behalf of Philabundance. The event
was part of the 9th Annual Camp Out for Hunger.

REPORT: SATELLITE RADIO SALES WEAK
According to areport from Bank of America analyst Jonathan Jacoby, Fall
sales for both XM Satellite Radio and Sirius Satellite Radio fell precipitously over
year-ago levels. "Unit sales for the [satellite radio] industry fell 45 percent year
over year in November, following a25 percent drop in October. For the first two
months of Q4, unit sales were down 39 percent," he said. Weak retail demand
relative to last year supports Jacoby's view that " the satellite radio industry is
nansitioning to an OEM-driven subscriber acquisition model."
Turning specifically to each company, Jacoby noted that XM's unit sales
were down 23 percent in October, while rival Sirius's unit sales fell 26 percent for the same month. However, Sirius's November retail share was
stronger than expected, and was up 3percentage points from October. Still,
Jacoby expects XM to outperform Sirius over the next 12 months.

ARBITRON PREVIEWS MOBILE VERSION OF E- DIARY
Arbitron recently unveiled apreview of amobile electronic diary, an
evolution of the PC-based electronic radio diary that the company plans to
introduce for the Winter 2007 ratings period. The announcement was
made at the company's annual Consultant Fly-In.
The mobile electronic diary will be tested on such mobile Internetcapable devices as the RIM BlackBerry, Palm Treo, Windows Mobile, and
Symbian smartphones.
The e-diary gives radio survey participants in diary-based markets the
option to use an Internet-based, electronic diary in place of the standard
paper-and-pencil survey tool. The PC version of the e-diary is designed to be
accessed via the Internet from conventional desktop and laptop computers.
"The electronic diary, in its current PC-based form and in any future forms

Wish Kid Katie (center) with Horizon Broadcasting Group air personalities Bryon Mengle, Bruce Cannon, Dan Dubay, and Jeffrey Brian Nelson.
The two-day Make-A-Wish radiothon raised $35,645 and 266,414 air
miles to grant wishes to children living with life-threatening medical
conditions in Central Oregon.

for mobile devices, is targeted for markets that are not being measured by the
Arbitron Portable People Meter," said Ed Cohen, VP/Domestic Research at
Arbitron. "As we roll out the Portable People Meter in the Top .50 markets, the
e-diary will help keep the diary method more appealing to Internet-savvy
younger adults, apopulation that tends to be underrepresented among paperand-pencil diarykeepers."

RADIO- MERCURY AWARDS INTRODUCE NEW URBAN CATEGORY
The 2007 Radio-Mercury Awards will introduce an Urban category
for the 2007 competition. The new category seeks to recognize radio commercials that were intended for the Urban radio format.

CBS Radio Senior Vice President Les Hollander (I) and WCBS-FM/New
York Program Director Brian Thomas (right) visit with Martin Short
during apromotion for his one-man show Fame Becomes Me on
Broadway and his movie Santa Claus 3.
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The Urban category winner will receive $ 5,000 and aRadio-Mercury
Award trophy, as well as the opportunity to compete for the $ 100,000 grand
prize. The category will be open to advertising agencies, production companies, or advertisers who produce commercials in house. The award is being
made possible with the support of American Urban Radio Networks,
Carter Broadcasting, Inner City Broadcasting, and Reach Media.
"By adding this new category into the Radio-Mercury Awards, we recognize
the importance of the ever-growing Urban format, its large and loyal customer
base, and its impact on general market advertising," noted Jeff Haley, president/CEO of the RA13. "We also seek to increase participation from the African
American and multicultural advertising agencies and their clients."
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Radio has come along way in 50 years.
And Greater Media has been there every step of the way. As your
trusted financing partner, we are proud to serve you with innovative
ideas, strength and commitment. Congratulations to Peter Smyth
for being named Radio Ink's Executive of the Year. And we salute
Greater Media for achieving 50 years of radio excellence.
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THE FACTS ON FICTION

HAILING THE NEW CHIEF

Dear Mr. Rhoads:
It was a pleasure meeting you at the recent Radio Ink
Forecast summit.
Among our responsibilities as leaders in the radio industry is to be evangelists for the medium — to actively engage
those in the business world who've not yet grasped the unique
magic of our medium, and help them see how apartnership
with our industry benefits theirs.
Take, for instance, the field of book publishing — specifically fiction titles — which vastly underutilizes radio. A top book
publicist explained why this is the case. Publishers use Talk radio
as the main means of promoting books, but Talk hosts promote
only nonfiction authors, never (or rarely) fiction authors.
Publishers assume they have to use newspaper advertising to sell
fiction titles. Such added cost and risk is astrong disincentive.
Book publishers cut back the number of new fiction titles, not
because there's alack of readership, but because they don't have a
radio model to use to sell their books. Like most people outside the
business, they think formulaically about the medium: We're ( 1)
Talk radio; (2) Music; (3) Sports; or (4) News. Period.
That's just one example of an unmet need that, with alittle thought, we can find half adozen strategies to meet before
breakfast. We must actively help publishing and other industries think outside that four-category box (and maybe help
some of our own folks think outside the box, too).
At 100 years old, compared with fiction, we are in our
medium's infancy. What gives books and radio — any medium
— life is the extent to which it reflects human individuality
and complexity through acreative synergy with technology.
We're doing just fine there. In fact, at 100, we're just getting
the bugs worked out.
Thanks for agreat, and inspiring, conference.
Laurie Morrow
Montpelier,VT

THE BEST MIX

Great letter to Jeff Haley ("An Open Letter To RAB
President/CEO Jeff Haley," Radio Ink, 10/16/06." Funny, witty,
and highly intelligent, your message is apowerful reminder of
the challenges facing our industry and what we've got to do to
get to the next level. It is also acall to arms, with great questions about the thousands of members whose agendas differ
— very thought-provoking stuff; not impossible by any measure, but challenging almost beyond measure. It was extremely
appropriate.
Congratulations — your editorial is one of my favorite
regular features of the magazine, and this one surpasses even
yourself.
Rosemary Scott
Director of Corporate Research &Communications
BMP Radio
Ijust read your open letter to Jeff Haley and wanted to offer
my kudos. It would be refreshing to break the chains of the "old
guard" and see some truly new thinking, and the ensuing results.
Thanks for stating your piece so succinctly.
Glenn Felty
President/CEO
Stratus Media

BOWLING, ANYONE?
There is nothing in the article "A Message To First-Time
Managers" (Radio Ink, 08/21/06) that Idisagree with except
this: Where do all these great people come from if one operates in small markets? Iown nine stations in small markets.
Because of the lack of talented people, the CEO/manager has
to be more hands-on than hands-off.
If Ihad nine stations in L.A. Icould recruit like Pete
Carroll at USC. It would be adynasty. How can one recruit
the best salespeople in America to come to atown of 20,000
in the Midwest? All the articles and books written about
management apply to scenarios where there are pools of talent at one's disposal.

Your column of Nov. 20 ("Radio's Obsession With
Newspapers," Radio Ink, 11/20/06) was so right-on. The antiBowling Green does the best it can, but it cannot recruit
newspaper mindset was what almost killed the RAB with
talent like USC. Plain and simple.
Warren Potash at the helm 30 years ago, and the industry
David W.Winters
somehow has forgotten that.
CEO
Ialso believe that radio as enhancement represents the
QuickSilver Broadcasting
best and highest opportunity for growth of the medium's
usage in this ultra-fragmented world. After 25 years in the
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
industry as an account rep and sales manager, I'm now in the
NPR once again is making abig fuss out of nothing much
position of recommending and buying radio for several mar("NPR Seeks Recall Of Satellite-To-FM Converter Devices," Radio
keting clients, and that's how Iposition radio to them: as an
Ink Headlines, 10/27/06). Cars are constantly moving in and out
enhancement to the overall media mix. The positioning works,
of traffic order so the problem only affects asmall percentage of
and so do the campaigns we run.
people listening to acertain station in asmall radius. The strength
Newspaper isn't going away any time soon, but if radio
of the signal is just right for people to listen to their own music
continues to beat other media up instead of suggesting partor satellite radios in their cars. NPR is against free enterprise and
nerships, it may disappear awhole lot sooner.
personal choice.
Bill Guertin
Kevin Mairton
Bourbonnais, IL
New York
101 RADIO INK
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Radio Ink Promotes Lois Ann Chooljian To VP/Associate Publisher
Chooljian said, " Little did Iknow
when Ifirst came to work for Radio Ink
eight years ago that Iwould be embarking on the ride of alifetime. Istill think
that Ihave the best job in radio, and am
forever grateful to Eric Rhoads for hiring someone with no radio background and giving me a chance for
success. I'm humbled and honored by
Eric's confidence in me, and am truly
grateful for this opportunity"
Prior to joining Radio Ink,
Chooljian worked in advertising sales
for the South Florida Newspaper
Network, adivision of the Sun-Sentinel,
where she was among the top sellers
across the group's 33 newspapers.
Prior to that, Chooljian spent 20 years
as an interior designer and counted
Fox News Channel Chairman/CEO
Roger Ailes and golfer Fred Couples
among her clients.

PALM BEACH — Radio Ink
Chairman and Publisher B. Eric Rhoads
has promoted Lois Ann Chooljian to the
position of vice president/associate
publisher.
Commenting on the announcement, Rhoads said, "Lois is avaluable
member of the Radio Ink team, and Iam
delighted to reward her hard work and
dedication to the magazine with this
promotion. Radio Ink, its readers, and its
advertisers will significantly benefit
from her increased involvement."
In addition to her current responsibilities, Chooljian in her expanded
role will work closely with Rhoads
and Radio Ink Editor- In-Chief Joe
Howard to further the publication's
mission of providing radio industry
executives with fresh, compelling
content and ideas to help make their
businesses more successful.

Interep congratulates

Greater Media's
Peter Smythe
on his tremendous contributions to radio

Thank you for the
leadership, vision and energy
you have given our industry
through the years...
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executives from many other business sectors.
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Universal McCann SVP/
,Director of Financing Bob
•Coen offers his respected
analysis of the media
advertising marketplace.
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To our friend and colleague

LOIS ANN CHOOLJIAN
On the occasion of your appointment to
Vice President/Associate Publisher of Radio Ink

Your hard work, initiative, and dedication
are an inspiration to us all.
We're very proud of you.
The staff of Radio Ink and Streamline Publishing.
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By Dan Mason and Walter Sabo

Buy One Station, Get Two Free
The Hidden Value In The Clear Channel Deal
When the fat lady sings, it will be revealed that Thomas
H. Lee Partners and Bain Capital got the bargain of media history when they bought Clear Channel. On first glance, it
looks as though Clear Channel sold them FM radio stations.
The truth is they were actually selling the largest block of
spectrum in history, and only one-third of it is needed to
power those FM stations.
We may be talking about spectrum, but this is not an engineering article; it's an article about the future. You need to
know just one engineering fact: There are 96 kilobits (kb) in a
digital FM frequency, but FM only needs 36 kilobits to broadcast amusic station. That means two-thirds of the signal can be
used for other moneymaking purposes.
UNLOCK RADIO'S HIDDEN ASSET
There are no more costs to squeeze from any radio station;
there is absolutely nothing left to cut. Everyone at aradio station is very busy. No one has " thinking" time. Department
heads at so many radio stations are like deer in headlights.
Without the freedom to fmd new ways to succeed, they are
forced to walk the same path over and over.
Once you make time to think, you will make an amazing
discovery: Radio stations are grossly undervalued. Here are the
steps to realizing their true value:
1. As stated above, to broadcast in an FM digital signal, the
typical station needs 36kb of bandwidth. They've got 96. That's
like owning three acres of Miami beachfront and not bothering to develop two of them.
Someday our new investor friends will be leasing those
kbs. And to make this business model really sing, they will even
be selling off those extra kbs (HD2 or HD3) without selling off
the main signal.
Based on this math, every FM digital signal is worth at
least two-thirds more that it is as an analog station. Regardless
of what any banker paid for Clear Channel, they are getting a
bargain because they will be the largest owner of FM bandwidth in the country.

Here are some examples of how that extra bandwidth is
being used today:
• A UHF-TV station in Milwaukee made adeal with the city
to use bandwidth to program all the streetlights in the city
to aid the work of speeding fire trucks. If that can be done
with UHF spectrum, then why not FM spectrum?
• A small town without cable or DSL service will someday be
providing ISP service compliments of alocal FM station.
• OnStar could use FM bandwidth to provide the one-to-all
messages you now hear in your car, which is far more
cost-efficient than the current cellular service they use.
The cellular one-to-one only kicks in when the driver
speaks back to OnStar.
• Microstations will someday use avery small portion of the
FM bandwidth that they have leased from our investment
friends. No longer should radio stations have to depend on
an advertising model as the only source of revenue. The better the ideas, the more perceived and actual value your bandwidth will have.
4. Sell it by the kilobit. Each application will require adifferent amount of bandwidth. Some will require just 10kb, others much more, some even less. But now you have something
finite, of great value that you can price by the kb.

2. Step out of the 50-mile cirde. Most radio stations cover
50 miles on a good day. The coveted skill won't be making
sounds" within that cirde, it will be creating audio entertainment that cuts across many platforms, from the Internet to the
iPod to the telephone. So rather than eliminating that ingenious
production staf'f, hire more of them and create more shows for
more platforms. More shows deliver more revenue streams.

Look outside the U.S. to see what other countries are
doing with FM. If you don't believe us, Google " uses of FM
spectrum" and watch the pinball machine light up. There are
scientists converting shortwave to AM-like sound (DRM
defined as Digital Radio Mondial) with special radios manufactured to make it sound pretty good. In fact, you can travel
through Germany and listen to this technology.
Other countries are working on Software Defined Radios
(SDR). SDR is not aradio yet, but atechnology that will bring all
signals in the spectrum into one box decoding them by format.
The FCC is currently studying SDR. It's hard for us to imagine any
scenario where listeners will identify their favorite station solely
by frequency in 10 years.
If the founding Westinghouse engineers were alive today,
they would be telling you that adigital frequency is aproprietary stretch of beachfront. They would tell you that you own
more than aradio station; you own 96 kilobits of FM spectrum. The FCC isn't manufacturing it anymore, so our investment friends who purchased Clear Channel will now have the
best spot with an ocean view. Call the architects. Once again,
radio is going to be an idea-driven business. à

3. The gift of digital bandwidth, the hidden asset, gives our
investment friends adelicious dilemma: What to do with it? How
long does it go unused before the FCC will want the unused portion back? Every good idea increases the value of the business.

Walter Sabo and Dan Mason are partners in Sabo-Mason International
Initiatives, an international media consulting firm. E-mail Mason at
radiodanmason@aol.com and Sabo at walter@sabomedia.com. Their website is www.sabomason.com.
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Guest Commentar

By Chuck Wallace

Seven Ways To Make More Money In 2007
A Streetfighter's Guide
As you look into your crystal ball, do you expect your economic performance in 2007 to surpass your 2006 totals? Now is
the time to take aproactive approach and develop aplan to exceed
last year's goals in the year ahead.
1.

REVIEW THE PAST YEAR
Begin by reviewing your direct, agency and NTR accounts as
well as your new business production. Did you see an increase or
decrease in your share of the budget? Why? What can you do to
affect positive change? Where are the opportunities for growth?
How can you increase your share of the buys?
Analyze market factors that impacted your area this past year.
What events occurred? Is your market growing, stable, or dedining? Where can you find opportunities for increasing sales through
new business?
2.

ANALYZE YOURSELF
Using an honest and critical approach, analyze your overall

performance.This is for your eyes only; no one else needs to see it.
Did you give your best effort throughout the year? Were there
times when you became complacent? What skills need improvement? Your presentations skills, new-business development skills,
or even your computer-based skills?
Do you need to advance yourself through career-enhancing
education, by attending a seminar presented by one of our
industry's top trainers, by reading marketing books, or by
returning to college?
Do you need to strengthen relationships with advertising
agencies — not just with the media buyer, but with the planner,
the account rep, and even with the president of the agency? In the
event that your stations' ratings take adip, your good relationship
will go along way toward keeping you on the advertising buy.

the $ 7,000 compensation? Here is the math: # presentations X
25% dosing ratio X $ 5,000 average ask X 15% commission rate =
$7,000. The answer is about 38 presentations per month, or 1.7
per day based upon a22-day selling month.
Create an action plan and plot your course for 2007. Buy a
2007 appointment book and write down your number of
monthly/daily presentations along with your average monthly
sales and income goals. Next, write down calls to make 8-12 weeks
ahead of recurring buys such as annual, quarterly, seasonal,
anniversary, or special buys. Then, write down agoal number of
new-business-opportunity calls to make every week.
Finally, keep track of your weekly performances for sales
and new-business presentations. Be flexible; some weeks you
will greatly exceed your goal, while other weeks you will underperform. Don't become discouraged; keep your monthly goals
in mind.
5.

MANAGE THE STRESS
Stress.This simple six-letter word permeates almost every fiber
of our industry. We interact with people and computers every day.
We have to oversee the buy from inception through traffic, production, and billing Then, we deal with payment from dients and
agencies — mostly timely, sometimes not. The opportunities for
stressful situations are endless.
What's your stress tolerance level, and how do you react when
stressed? What have you done in the past to cope with the stress?
How well has it worked? The process of stress management
involves harnessing, and then controlling, your reaction to astressful situation. Your performance could be hindered if stress controls
you, rather than you controlling your reaction to stress. Find an
outlet for relieving your stress — and remember to use it.

CREATE AWISH LIST
If agenie granted you three wishes, what would you ask for?
Would it be more money, anew vehicle, better health, apromotion, or even amove to adifferent market? Guess what: You are the genie.
The first step in turning your wishes into reality is writing them
down. Using columns, separate your aspirations into objectives
that can be attained within three months, within six months and,
finally, within 12 months. Next, develop aplan that will obtain
those goals. Congratulations! Now you have aset of goals with a
well-defined course and time period for achieving them.

6.

PREPARE FOR YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE
Pensions are athing of the past and concerns abound about
the future viability of Social Security That leaves investing in your
company's 401k plan and relying upon personal savings. A 401k
plan offers you the opportunity to place aportion of your earnings
into atax-deferred plan that can, over the course of acareer, grow
to asubstantial amount. Also, most companies will contribute to
your plan via asafe-harbor contribution that gives you a100 percent return on your money up to their contribution limits. Your
road to ahappy retirement requires that you take an active role by
contributing to and then monitoring the progress of your retirement plan. Make acommitment to increase your 401k contribu-

4.

tion this year.

3.

PLAN FOR AGREAT YEAR
How much do you want to make in 2007? Divide the number by 12 to figure your average monthly income. What is the average dollar amount you ask for, and what is your dosing ratio of
presentations? Let's say you want to earn $ 7,000 per month. Your
average "ask" is $ 5,000 with adosing percentage of 25 and acommission rate of 15 percent. How many $ 5,000 ask-for-the-business
sales presentations do you need to make per month in order to earn

WWW.RADIOINK.COM IFOR SUBSCRIPTIONS, CALL 800410-5771

7.

HAVE FUN!
Enough said. à

Chuck Wallace was named Radio Ink's Radio Wayne 2005 Streetfighter of the
Year. He is an account representative with Rubber City Radio Group in Akron, OH.
He can be reached at 330-869-9800 or charlesiwallace@gmail.com.
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The Wizard Of Ads

By Roy H. Williams

Arbitron, Games, And You
Playing To Win With The Younger Demos
Ihave a friend who attended Radio Ink's Forecast 2007
event at the Harvard Club in New York. He loved the event, but
chuckled at one presenter who talked about how radio creates

1. There are few bold and innovative ideas for the young
audience.
2. Radio is moving too slowly.

great content. My friend, the owner of a group of stations,
said, "What does radio create? Aren't we just adelivery service

Did you know that the values, tastes, and preferences you'll

for the creations of others? We don't write the songs, sing the

carry throughout your life essentially were formed between

songs, play the instruments, or produce the music. We just
choose from what's offered to us."

your 12' and 15`' birthdays? These are the golden years of iden-

This has to change if radio wants to remain a
primary medium. We must unleash the creative

tity formation, the years when we decide who we'll be.
Things loved during those years will be loved forever.
Wounds gained during those years will forever be

hounds.

scars, pushing us to prove ourselves or robbing us

Evidently, the head of Arbitron agrees. "You
will be the people who teach radio to push off

of confidence. And anything judged as irrelevant
during those years will remain irrelevant for life.

the bank and paddle ahead," Steve Morris said

As Nintendo was gaining popularity in the

recently to agroup of programmers. "Ican't

late 1980s, anyone who predicted those kids

think of amore important role in radio than the

would still be playing videos games 20 years

one you have."

later would have been laughed out of the room.
Nintendo went deep and wide in 1991 with

Did you notice how gracefully Morris put a
positive spin on the statement that radio is stuck in

Super Nintendo featuring stereo sound, multiple
scrolling backgrounds, and twice the internal memory.

the mud? He said in effect: This ship has run aground,
boys. She be stuck in the clay. Now you lads put your backs
into it, and push this grand ship back where she belongs.

Find someone who was 12 in 1991 (they'll be 27 today,) and
ask them if they're familiar with the massive multiplayer online

Ilike Steve Morris. He's perceptive and articulate. "There
are few bold and innovative ideas for the young audience," he

role-playing game Worlds of Warcraft. Be ready to get an earful. That
one game currently has 7.5 million players worldwide, each one

said. " Behind the scene, Ihope you're doing some work on

paying amonthly subscription fee for the privilege of logging on.
In his academic research article "The Psychology of

reaching the 12-17 age group."
Again, the positive spin. Morris talks about what he hopes

Massive Multi-User Online Role-Playing Games," Nicholas

is happening "behind the scene," which is an elegant way of

Yee* found that the average MMORPG player spends almost 23

saying, "There's no visible evidence that any of you are doing

hours a week playing the game, and the average age is 27

anything to reach tomorrow's core audience."

years old. Women comprise 43 percent of the market.
What will be radio's Super Nintendo?

If radio wants to learn how to create great content, Isay
get Steve Morris to teach aclass on it. There's aman who can

Study the radio TSL trends of younger demos since 1991;

tell you to go to hell and make you look forward to the trip.

step back and take alonger view of radio than just 90 days. Lose

But Morris can also speak plainly. "Radio is moving too
slowly," he cautions, " and the difference between us and other

America's 12- to 15-year-olds and mdio will quietly disappear over the horizon as
today's 30+ population withers and dies.

media is widening, not narrowing."

Is radio losing the next generation? Steve Morris seems to

As Isaid, Morris is perceptive and articulate. And bold.
Radio needs more people like him.
Let's take adoser look at those last two statements made by

think so, and Iagree. But he and Iare merely outside commentators, standing on the shore, looking at aship stuck in the mud.
You are the crew on the ship. What do you plan to do?

Gi

the CEO of Arbitron, aman with vast research at his fingertips:
Roy H.Williams, president of Wizard of Ms Inc., may be readied at

QUICKREAD

Roy@WizardofAds.com.

• Is radio losing the next generation?

* Nicholas Yee, "The Psychology of Massive Multi-User Online Role-Playing Games:

• We must unleash the creative hounds in order to appeal

Motivations, Emotional Investment, Relationships and Problematic Usage: R. Schroder & A.

to radio's future listeners.
• What will be radio's Super Nintendo?
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keelson (Eds.), Avatars at Work and Play: Collabomtion and Interaction in Shared Virtual Environments (London:

a

Springer Verlag, 2006): p. 9.
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The Business Of HD Radio

By Debra Huttenburg

Generating Revenue With Datacasting
HD Radio's Interactive Revenue Stream

The radio industry is at acrossroads,
with an opportunity to become avital part
of the monumental changes in today's
media landscape. HD Radio brings many
new opportunities to reach consumers in
ways never before possible, with the technology to provide improved audio quality
and reception, new formats, multiple
audio channels, and data services.
The HD Radio rollout is the biggest
development in terrestrial radio in
decades, from both atechnical and management point of view. Competition from alternative choices has
stiffened, and the public perceives radio as slow to adopt digital
technology. However, HD Radio is dearly moving forward; more
stations are installing the technology, and consumer receivers are
appearing on store shelves. The challenge for station managers is
to justify the technology investment by finding new ways to generate revenue.
One such opportunity is through datacasting, the delivery
of non-audio content to consumers via the text display on HD
receivers. As with programming, content is key in datacasting.
Most stations already have agood deal of information that will
interest consumers, so the goal is to identify what is already
available, and expand into new areas.
Most consumers are familiar with the basic song title and
artist information delivered over analog FM RBDS services. This is
an excellent place to start, as recent surveys indicate that satellite
radio subscribers list this as one desirable feature those services
provide. But HD Radio datacasting opens up even more possibilities for text display, from emergency information such as Amber
Alerts to news headlines and weather reports — and far beyond.
It's an " electronic bulletin board" for consumers to see pertinent
information while listening to your station.
More importantly for management, it offers clear opportunities to generate new revenue.
These new revenue opportunities begin with interactive applications such as text advertisements, concert promotions, or even
alerts directing listeners toward downloadable content like ringtones. Plus, every on-air commercial can indude data to visually
complement the audio (an "upsell" to the client). A local location
and phone number provided for aclient tied to anational spot will
open the door for an entirely new revenue stream.
Broadcasters may also be able to sell excess capacity in the
digital stream to outside companies interested in data transmission. Plus, stations can also offer text advertising as an alternative to local businesses that use billboard advertising.
Datacasting can also extend astation's promotional efforts.
Traditional on-air station identification happens mostly during
breaks or segues, with often limited information. This is where

20 I
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datacasting's most immediate benefits are
realized. HD Radio text displays can serve
as a "billboard in the dash," instantly
informing listeners who you are and
what you do. This increased reinforcement of your brand and positioning
leads to better recollection for diary
holders. The ability to add information
such as aDJ or program name, acall-in
number, or a forward promotion can
also be woven into the data stream display, and offers another tool to assist in
recall for diary holders. News headlines and weather updates are
also excellent tools for this application.
The bottom line: Listeners engaged in your programming
take in this added information. The on-air product is also
improved by " clutter" reduction, as the information is inserted
into text display rather than the programming.
Datacasting also allows stations to leverage their news content with text-based news headlines and sports scores, just like
television morning news stations that run headlines across the
bottom of the screen. Local election results, school closings, traffic bulletins, and other local and national headlines can also be
displayed. This content can be inserted at will and easily updated
from the studio or electronically via athird-party database or
website. Regardless of your format, listeners are kept up to date
on the latest news without taking away from program time.
Next-generation HD Radio receivers will allow listeners to
pause, store, and replay programming, automatically download
traffic reports and information into navigation systems, use electronic program guides similar those found on cable TV, and make
purchases using abutton on HD receivers.
A successful datacasting application today generally serves as
an interface between astation's automation system and transmitter
via digital encoding. It has the potential to generate increased revenue through asimple, intuitive, and cost-efficient software program. The Program Associated Data of HD Radio is transmitted
simultaneously with audio programming. Stations already invested
in an HD Radio transmission infrastructure need only add asoftware program that can aggregate and publish content from different locations. Datacasting programs can diversify your efforts by
also publishing to RBDS on analog FM and to your website. Harris
offers products that can meet all of these needs.
As the HD Radio rollout moves forward, these datacasting
options may be akey answer to questions broadcasters raise
about the revenue-generation possibilities of radio's migration
to digital technology. à
Debra Huttenburg is vice president/general manager of Harris Broadcast
Communications Division, Radio Broadcast Systems Business Unit.
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Total Radio. Guaranteed.
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Make non-traditional revenue
your new tradition.
BE can help put your station's brand ir front of your current listeners and
new audiences in more ways than ever before. HD Radio Multicastng opens the
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billboards, e-mail, instact messages and the web.
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Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks, Total Radio is atrademark and Messagecasting is a
service mark of Broadcast Electronics Inc HD Radio is atrademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation.

By Sylvia Allen

Allen On NTR

Putting AFace With The Name
Turning Your Air Talent Into Spokespeople For Your Advertisers
If you are a radio station manager, you know that the
plethora of competition from other sources is making it harder
and harder to meet your revenue goals. No longer are you just
competing with other radio stations, or even television and
print; your buyers are being solicited now by Internet, events,
conferences, magazines, billboards, local sports teams, Girl
Scouts, etc.
But because you are in radio, you have an asset these other
competitors don't have: on-air personalities. Your morning drive
talent, your news staff, your afternoon stars, all have an appeal to
advertisers who are suffering from the same cluttered competitive landscape as you. These advertisers are constantly looking for
new ways to cut through that clutter, and make themselves stand
out. One of the ways they can do this is by aligning themselves
with one of your on-air personalities as aspokesperson.
First, let's look at what the advertiser gets. The spokesperson opportunity is packaged with air time, guest appearances
on the show, inclusion on your website, and permission to use
the spokesperson in other media. In addition, the spokesperson would be available to appear at the client's staff meetings,
corporate training sessions, sales meetings, grand openings, or
other retail activities that would involve the general public.
People are fascinated by celebrities, and your on-air talent fall
into that category. Capitalize on it.
Second, let's look at what the radio station gets. The easiest benefit to measure is more revenue, which would come
from selling the air time plus charging aspokesperson's fee.
But there is an even greater benefit: Through this affiliation,
your station will be experiencing additional public relations
exposure, which enhances your position in the marketplace
and with other advertisers. This will generate greater interest in
advertising, and can contribute to stronger listenership.You are
not only promoting the station, but your advertiser is as well.
When negotiating a spokesperson contract there are a
number of considerations:
1. Does the on-air talent want to do it? (They should be available and believe in the product or service.)
I.

• Advertisers looking for new ways to cut through the clutter can align themselves with one of your on-air personalities as aspokesperson.
• The spokesperson opportunity is packaged with air time,
guest appearances on the show, inclusion on your website, and permission to use the spokesperson in other
media.
• The radio station generates additional revenue from selling the air time, plus charging aspokesperson's fee.
m.
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1.

Sammy Hagar (r) and the Wabos headlined KLOS-FM/Los Angeles' Red Rocktober Concert.
held at the Gibson Amphitheater. KLOS morning hosts Mark Thompson and Brain Phelps
from The Mark & Brian Radio Program hosted the event.

2. What are the client's expectations?
a. Will the talent be used for television?
b. Are there print elements to the relationship?
c. What types of public appearances (and how many)
would be needed?
d. Is travel involved?
e. Are there any conflicts with existing advertisers?
f. Does the client want category exclusivity?
3. What length of time is involved? (The ideal is aminimum
of one year.)
4. What is the client's budget? (Don't undersell this relationship — it has terrific value to the advertiser.)
5. Are there any restrictions/limitations?
Now what? The advertiser has answered the questions and
is ready to go. All you have to do is draw up acontract. Make
sure the contract dearly spells out who is doing what, when,
and for how much. The commercial portion is easy — how
many spots, how many times, etc. If appearances are involved,
spell out exactly how many, how long, and where they are.
Come up with aday or hourly rate that is on apar with other
talent available to your advertiser. If the talent will appear in
print, find out where and how often. Look up the rates for
print frequencies to protect your talent from being exploited.
And don't underquote the contract. Remember, if you quote
higher, you can negotiate down, not up.
NTR is awonderful way to enhance your station's revenues. Selling the spokesperson concept as part of an advertising campaign is just one way to capitalize on NTR. à
Sylvia Allen is president of Allen Consulting, Inc., aHolmdel, NJ-based sponsorship and NTR marketing agency. She can he reached at 732-946-2711 or
sylvia@allenconsulting.com.
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By Paul Weyland

We land On Local Direct •,

Smarter Local-Direct Prospecting
Separate One Sheep From An Over- Crowded Flock
Prospecting is such an important part of what we do in
local-direct broadcast sales that there is no room for just winging it. Time is our most important asset, and how we spend it
is critical to our bottom line. Here is my favorite way to
prospect for new local business: Go to product/service categories that are completely over-represented on other media and
completely under-represented on your station. It's easy to show
these businesses that advertising with you is agood, calculated
risk, not agamble.
For example, what's the number one
product/service category in the Yellow Pages? If
your market is like most, it is probably attorneys. How many divorce attorneys do you
have on your station? How many criminal
defense attorneys? How many bankruptcy
attorneys? Attorneys are like sheep. Baaaaaaah!
What one does, they all do. Icull one from the
rest of the flock, and approach him with
something like this:
Hello, Mr. Defense Attorney. Ihave just
found ahole in your competitor's marketing and
advertising strategy that B-52s could fly through.
I
saw your ad in the Yellow Pages. That's agreat
medium, by the way. The Yellow Pages is like a
great big lake with lots and lots of fish in it. I
also
represent agreat big lake with lots of fish. But in
your case, in your particular category, wouldn't
you agree with me that perhaps the Yellow
Pages lake is being alittle over-fished right now? When Igo
to the Yellow Pages, Iget to shop every single one of your
competitors. Every single one of you has a line in the same
lake. Meanwhile, take agood look at my lake. We have thousands and thousands of fish in our lake too. The people who
listen to us every week are consumers. Logically and statistically, many of them will buy cars, stereos, mobile phones,
food, clothing, cameras, and other products and services
from somebody this week.
Our listeners are nice people for the most part, but it is
also logical that some of them are going to get in trouble this
week, and they're going to go to jail! And we don't have one
single defense attorney fishing on our lake. You'd practically
Mal

QUIC K.EAD
• Identify product/service categories that are over-represented
on other media and under-represented on your station.
• Choose products/services whose message would sound
unique in an environment like yours.
• Drive home the point that they will have no competitors
on your station.
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have amonopoly fishing on our lake, as opposed to having to
fight with every single one of your competitors on the overfished Yellow Pages lake. Do you see the opportunity here?
Your average sale for aDUI is how many thousands of dollars?
Gross margin of profit for attorneys is 60 percent after you discount the cost of labor, is that about right? How many new
cases do we really have to provide you in an average week to
justify aweekly budget on our station? If we cast good bait and
we cast that bait often enough, it looks like agood, calculated
risk that we're going to catch fish here on our beautiful lake.

What other product/service categories can you think of
that might be over-represented on another station or
medium and completely unrepresented on your station?
How about plumbers? Electricians? How about Internet service providers? Do you have dozens of home security companies advertising on your station? I'll bet you don't. They're
all clumped together in the Yellow Pages. Garage door companies? Do you have even one advertising on your radio station? I'll bet you don't. How about a moving company?
Guess who they're all advertising with? Not with you, that's
who. But they should be. Their message would sound unique
in an environment like yours, a less- hostile environment
with fewer competitors.
Now, I'm not saying that these companies don't want
an ad in the Yellow Pages. But perhaps they could bring the
size down substantially and start branding on a different
lake. Your lake.
If you hear no from one company in aproduct/service
category, take your idea straight to his competitor until you
make asale. â
Paul Weyland is president of Paul Weyland Training Seminars. He may be reached at
512-236-1222 or paul@paulweyland.com.
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Trusted relationships

MEDIA VENTURE PARTNERS
Television • Radio • Telecom
www.mediaventurepartners.com

Entravision Communications

RadioVisa, LLC

Five Station Radio Cluster

KMXE ( AM)

serving Dallas, TX to

serving Los Angeles, CA to

Liberman Broadcasting, Inc.
for
$92,500,000

LAA 1, LLC

has sold its

Lakewood Church
has sold

KTBU-TV
serving Houston, TX to

has sold

for

$41,000,000
Radio Fargo-Moorhead, Inc.

David and Mel Winters

Seven Station Radio Cluster

Two Radio Clusters

has acquired a

have sold

serving Fargo, ND from

servinl; Marirete WI/Menominee MI and Ironwood MI to

USFR Media Group
for
$30,000,000

Clear Channel Communications

Armada Media Corporation

$14,000,000

$8,500,000

Results Radio, LLC

Results Radio, LLC

AAA Entertainment, LLC

KRPQ ( FM)

KMHX ( FM) and KSRT ( FM)

WXCL ( FM) and WDQX (FM)

has sold

¡or

has sold

for

has sold

serving Santa Rosa, CA to

serving Santa Rosa, CA to

Maverick Media

serving Peoria, IL to

Lazer Brodcasting Corp.

Triad Broadcasting Company
for
$5,200,000

for

Jot

$7,700,000

$6,850,000

WCS Wireless, Inc.
has been acquired by

National Grid
Wireless Holdings, Inc.

Highland Cellular
has been acquired by

Dobson Communications
Corporation

NextWave Wireless, LLC

has acquired

for

ClearShot Communications

$160,500,000

235 Towers

$95,000,000

Riviera Broadcast
Group LLC

Denver Radio
Company, LLC

Lazer Broadcasting

has raised

$23,000,000

has raised

$60,000,000

for

has raised

$27,500,000

in term loan and revolving credit

in term loan financing from

financing from

in equity and debt capital

Guggenhein Corporate Funding

GE Capital

NewComm Wireless

National Grid
Wireless Holdings, Inc.

TCP Communications, LLC

has raised

$60,000,000
in senior financing from

D.B. Zwirn
A.L.B.S. Wireless
Services II, LLC

has sold

has acquired the assets of

233 Towers

Beacon Broadcasting
Corporation
for $12,700,000

Global Tower Partners

TX- 11 Acquisition, LLC

BFT Tower Co., I&II

has sold

has sold

to

for an undisclosed amount

has sold

18 towers to

32 Towers to

SBA Communications
Corporation

Global Tower Partners

for an undisclosed amount

for an undisclosed amount

Global Tower Partners
for an undisclosed amount

10

Towers
to

Pendrell Sound

Summit Wireless, LLC

Summit Wireless, LLC

has sold certain PCS licenses cove int;

has sold certain PCS licenses covering

has sold certain PCS licenses covering

800,000 Pops

697,000 Pops

191,000 Pops

in Indiana to

in Mississippi to

in West Virginia to

Verizon Wireless

Sprint Nextel

Ntelos

for an undisclosed amount

for an undisclosed amount

for an undisclosed amount

Endless Mountains
Wireless, LLC

Tribune Broadcasting
Company

Towers of Texas

has been acquired by

Broadcasting Tower

Dobson Communications
Corporation
for an undisclosed amount

in Albany, NY to

Global Tower Partners

for an undisclosed amount

for an undisclosed amount
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has sold its

Four Station Radio Cluster
serving Champaign, IL to
for

$3,500,000

137 Towers
to

Bradford Realty

AAA Entertainment, LLC

RadioStar Inc.

has sold

has sold a

SAN FRANCISCO
(415) 391-4877

BOSTON
(617) 345-7316

KANSAS CITY
(816) 523-8566

Peter Smyth

Radio Ink's i
:-

Executhre
Of The Year

eter Sinyth's enthusiasm for the radio business is
infectious. Talk with him about the state of the
industry, ar.d listen to the pace and volume of his
speech increase as he outttnes with zeal the factors that he
believes make radio as vital and powerful amedium as
any in media today He truly believes in radio's ability to
serve both listeners and advertisers, and has been increasingly taking that argument to the streets since becoming
president/CEO of Greater Meeia in 2002.
For example, his company is acharter member of
the HD Digital Radio Alliance, and he sits on the group's
executive boand. And wet his recent appointment as
chairman of the Radio Advertising Bureau, Smyth now
has the opportunity to extend this enthusiasm — and his
ideas for improving radins standing in the advertising
community — across the entire industry.
"This is avery exciting time," he says. "The message
to everybody in radio today is: Don't expect just one
company to step up. A thousand different people in the
_radio industry must stand tip and say: I'm going to take
my share of this medium. I'm going to introduce this
type of interactive marketng, this type of creative program; whatever it may be.'

e

As for his own company, Smy I carries on the
tradition of employee empowerment that's been
with Greater Media since its inception in 1956. " I
want the men and women who work in my radio
stations to go home at night and say: 'I'm glad rm
part of that team, I'm proud to be apart of that company.' The greatest investment is making sure they
feel better about themselves."
A forward- thinking leader, Smyth is steering
Greater Media toward electronic audience measurement for radio. Starting this month, Arbitron's
Portable People Meter becomes commercially available in Philadelphia, one of Greater Media's key
markets. And Greater Media is on board. Smyth is
also a believer in expanding into online initiatives
such as podcasting and interactive features on station websites.
It's that careful balance of eagerly pursuing growl
while also lcoking out for the people making it happen
that sets Smyth apart as an accomplished leader. And it's
his bold vision for the future of radio, and his efforts
to make apositive impact on the business, that make
Peter Smyth Radio Ink's Executive of the Year.

By Editor-In-Chief Joe Howard

COVER STORY: Peter Smyth

RADIO INK: What is your broad outlook for 2007?
PETER SMYTH: Ithink ' 07 will be agood year, but not the
best of years. It will be atransition year, the year we cross the
digital divide, the year we start to find the intersect between
the interactive world and the broadcast world, and how these
two benefit our customer base. Radio has been the premier
provider of acommunity setting since its inception; we have
to find the economic benefit between those two worlds.
The biggest challenge we face is to take back radio and make
it aprimary medium in the marketplace. We're no longer just in
the radio business, we're in the audio entertainment business.
The more we grasp onto that, the better we'll be. Radio must take
off the blinders. We can no longer have ashort-term view of
where this industry is going; we have to look at it long term.
Collectively, we must be the unabashed advocates of the power
and strength of American radio. It's got to start at every individual station across the country from the mid-markets all the way
up to Madison Ave. It's atime of innovation, vision, and boldness.
These are some of the most exciting times we will experience.
This is also the year of the operator. We must have smart
operators who really know what they're doing. We must be willing to embrace the vision of the men and women who work
here, and take the lid off creativeness and let the creative juices
flow. There is afme line between art and science. We can rely
only so much on the science, then we have to let the art take
over. HD2 channels offer afabulous opportunity to do that.

Peter's passion for radio was apparent the
minute Imet him. His reputation as asuccessful, forward-thinking, creative industry
leader clearly identifies him as an excellent
choice for Radio Inks Executive of the Year.
Peter is adriving force in the industry's conversion to HD Radio and aproponent of technological advancements that are moving our business forward.
There are dynamic changes taking place in the media marketplace,
and it is individuals like Peter who are shaping radio's future. —Jeff
Haley, President/CEO, Radio Advertising Bureau

E

Not only does Peter run his own organization in
afirst-class way, he's totally committed to the
liK ,,
future of radio. He's helped launch the HD
Alliance, he's taken on the chairmanship of the
RAB, and he's been on every board and committee I
can think of. He understands the
,
issues, and he's able to bring competing interests together. The minute he walks into aroom, people are automatically happy to see him, and that makes him very effective at what he
does. He's awonderful friend and one of the best ambassadors this
industry has. —Jeff Smuryan, Chairman/CEO, Emmis Communications
way to profitability If we don't invest in our HD channels, our
technological facilities, and the men and women who actually
run, program, and sell these radio stations, then we are at peril.

RI: You mention taking along-term approach. How is taking
along-term approach different for aprivate company, which
RI: With Clear Channel's privatization and the Cumulus/Susquedoesn't have to answer to Wall Street every 90 days?
hanna deal, private equity investors have acquired aconsiderPS: You can't change anything in 90 days. We deal in abusiable stake in radio business. How will this trend affect the industry?
ness of attitudes, and you can't change aperception or any funPS: The only way that private equity money will benefit the
damentals in 90 days. Looking at abusiness in those terms is just
radio industry is if these investors hire great operators who
not fair, and it's not objective. As aprivate company, you have to
understand the value of the media and what is necessary to make
these radio stations successful. If they don't have that appetite,
look at the business in terms of 12 to 18 months. The next 12 to
18 months will be crucial for us. We've got to reinvest in infrathen they're in the wrong business; it's not going to work.
structure, marketing, research, and
talent. We have to put money back
into the marketplace to make sure
that we've reaped the benefits.
In Philadelphia,WMMR has had
an incredibly successful run, as has
WRIF in Detroit. But the reason that
those radio stations do so well is
because we have great management
there, and we've invested in talent,
research, and marketing. We've built
brands — and when the men and
women who built those brands go
on to do whatever they do next,
those radio stations will survive.
That's what has to happen in
American radio. Radio stations has,
to be built with strong foundations,
Magic 106.7's then-General
Manager Petei Smyth (r)
understand what section of the popwelcomes Boston children to
ulation they own, and move with
the station for atrick-or-treate:.e,
that generation. You cannot cut your
visit in this 1980s photo
Ile
way to profitability; you build your
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RI: Do you think they do?
PS: The equity firms corning into our industry — and there's
more and more of them — want to get agood rate of return for
their investors. They are looking for anywhere from the high teens
to 20 percent rates of return.The only way you can get those rates
of return is by putting money into the things we just talked about,
and giving these brands chances to grow The private equity firms
have to look at these products for the long term. If they do that
now, they have agreater chance of achieving the rates of return
they're looking for than if they try to starve these radio stations
with no investment whatsoever. They have to look at aradio station's need to breathe, and make smart investments. That includes
investing in talent. This is agreat opportunity for stations that lost
Stern to develop great morning shows.
This is also a great time to invest in different types of
advertising. Television has traditionally been the medium of
choice for most radio stations; maybe there's a more costefficient way. Research the market, understand the radio landscape, understand how your radio station fits into that niche it
services, and how you are going to super serve that audience.
What will help lift radio in general is having stronger radio
stations in some of our top markets. People must view radio as a
primary medium — not amedium that is constantly being sold,
or flipping formats, or that isn't embracing growth and investing
in new products and technology.
RI: Does investing in electronic measurement fall under that
definition?
PS: There has to be some type of electronic measurement. Our
clients are telling us that they want to see some accountability on
the ratings structure. We live in adigital age. We live in an age when
aUPC code can tell us how many cases of Taster's Choice moved
last night. Networks can look at television programming from the
night before and see if The Office is working or not. They can look at
different metrics and see what is working and what is not.
When you read aratings diary you are looking at history;
you're looking at what happened, not what's happening. Digital
technology will lead us to more information sharing — we'll have

Jeer Smyth (I) with Michigan Governor Jennifer
Granholm and Greater Media, Inc. Chairman of
therfoard John Bordes at the official building
dedeation ceremony of the Peter A. Bordes
Broadcast Center in September 2005.
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We learned in Dallas this year at the NAB
Marconi Awards Show when he sat in with The
Formats that Peter is not only one of the
industry's top radio executives, but he's ahelluva good piano man! He's always promoting
radio and encouraging others to share his
passion. —John David, VP/Radio, NAB
In atime of tremendous change,and an era of
monumental transition, the voices of the
visionaries lead the troops through battle.
Radio is fortunate to have the voice of a
visionary in Peter Smyth. Peter carries the
message of optimism and enthusiasm about
an industry that is both tried and true and
perched on the edge of greatness. Thank you Peter. — Mac/ Ouass,
CEO, NRG Media
His inspiration, leadership, and support are
tirelessly focused on making Greater Media a
constantly improving organization. He persistently supports his troops, and gives us the
tools to win. — Buzz Knight, VP/Program
Development, Greater Media
the ability to send maps to individual GPS systems, and to monetize music downloads. Once we stop that technology growth, we're
stifling the industry's growth, the whole sector's growth.
My company chose Arbitron, because Ifeel today that it is
the best product for our company and for what our clients are
telling us. For my peers in the industry, that's an individual dedsion. Emmis, Bonneville, and CBS all felt it was good for radio to
move now with Arbitron. Irespect what Clear Channel is doing
in their RFP. If they can bring that to closure, it would be terrific
to have some competition in the marketplace.
For the past six months we've been educating the men and
women in Philadelphia about the programming and sales
aspects, and how we are going to deal with the PPM. Idon't think
managers should react when it happens — it's the reaction to those
actions that Iworry about. We made this commitment — the
harder part is how we as acompany are going to adjust our selling, our training, our market presence on the street. How are we
going to program our radio stations to win in this new environment? What are the tools that we need to win? When Italk about
investment, that's what Imean.
RI: This month, one of your key markets — Philadelphia —
will become the first to commercially launch the PPM. Are you
worried about the short-term effect that the PPM may have
on your business?
PS: Sure, I'm alittle anxious. But if there is adislocation in the
first or second quarter, I'm prepared to see that through because I
have to think about the long-term impact of PPM on my business.
Will it show that the cumes in Philadelphia are twice the size they
are today? Will it show that the way we sell radio — or the commerce of radio — might change? Maybe all of the dynamics have
to shift. But that dialogue should have been taking place parallel to
all the talk about PPM. My biggest questions to Arbitron
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President/Saks and Marketing Pierre Bouvard and CEO Steve
Morris were: What will happen in the marketplace? Who's training
the salespeople of tomorrow to market this? Who's teaching the
agencies and the clients and the decisionmalcers how to interpret
this data? That's what we have to get our hands around. We must
recognize that there might be aparadigm shift in the way radio is
viewed in the marketplace. We're taking a $ 20 billion business and
turning it upside down. Are we taking the time to educate our staff
— and our clients — how to use this data?
RI: How are your sellers reacting?
PS: They're very excited. There is some trepidation, but they
are very encouraged because they are being informed about what's
going to happen, to the best of our knowledge. We are living in a
brave new world. Don't be afraid of technology, embrace tecluiology, just push through it. We might fail, but don't be afraid to fail,
because if you don't fail, you will never succeed. It sounds bold,
but it's got to be bold, because these are bold times.
RI: As the new RAB chairman, will you take steps to promote
the PPM, either to radio groups or advertisers?
PS: Idon't think it is the RAB's position to endorse any technology or supplier. The RAB's job is to make sure that the key
account management and the top eight key advertisers in America
today know the value proposition of what's going on in our
medium. If you went to the heads of some of these companies and
big agencies, they wouldn't have adue. Iam going to make sure
that we talk to these people about how strong an industry we are,
and stop apologizing for being in the radio business.

Ican't think of amore deserving radio
broadcaster to receive this award. In addition to leading avery successful radio company, Peter has unselfishly given of his talents to work tirelessly on industry issues on
behalf of all of us. He is intelligent, he is
aggressive, and he is abeliever in radio and
its potential going forward. He is indeed radio's executive of the
year. Congrats, Peter. — Bill Stake/in, President/CEO, Regent
Communications
Radio is abetter business because of Peter
Smyth. NAB has been the beneficiary of
Peter's wise counsel, and our profession has
benefited from his relentless advocacy of HD
Radio. We salute Radio Ink for picking Peter
as Executive of the Year. — David Rehr,
President/CEO, NAB
stands why private equity firms are diving into this business —
because they know there is alot of value here.

RI: What's wrong with local business? Why is it weak?
PS: Idon't think we sell the value of radio. We're concerned
that it is too expensive. Radio's been perceived as a "cost-efficient"
media. Cost-efficient means cheap, and Idon't want to be cheap.
Iwant to get paid for the value that Ideliver. If the PPM does anything, Ihope it shows people how this medium should really be
valued. Somebody told me that amorning drive spot in New York
goes for 200 bucks. Ifind that hard to believe. But if it is
Peter, pictured with WSJ Technology Editor Walt Mossberg and
true, and there are 10 million people in New York, would
Greater Media's Chairman of the Board 1 nBordes at the
you pay 200 bucks to reach 10 million people? That's the
company's annual management meeti
deal of the century. We've got to get abetter understanding of the value proposition and sell radio for what it's
worth. There is nothing wrong with getting paid for what
you deliver — 280 million people aweek. If you're selling product for people, they will pay for it. If you're coming in with creative solutions to marketing problems for
companies in your local marketplace, they will pay you
for it, because you are making their cash register ring It's
no longer about just selling spots; you have to understand
the marketplace and economics, and you have to understand that we are in the business of selling product. We've
got to bring more people into the radio pie, and bring
different sources of business in here.

RI: How about RAB sponsored training programs for sellers in
the PPM world?
PS: Ithink that's Arbitrons responsibility in the beginning, but
when it's adapted the RAB should offer training The RAB does have
avery good sales and training program, but it has to be modernized. We have to improve the way we teach people about the interactive world. RAB President/CEO Jeff Haley is abrilliant young guy
with alot of great skills. He does not come from aradio background, which is intriguing in itself He understands how to
market aproduct, what the task is in front of him. He also under-
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RI: What are some of the initiatives you'd like to launch
at the RAB to help improve the image of radio?
PS: The first thing we have to do is speak from one voice to
the right people. The RAB has done agood job to this point, but
now we have to make sure we run it like we run our businesses,
and adapt the same key account management structures that we
have in our own organizations today. We must touch base with
the chief marketing officers of some of the major companies in
America today — Wal-Mart, Target, McDonald's, soft drink companies, automotive companies — about why radio is the solution
provider. We can't just say hey, we're in the radio business, we're
cool, we've got the tallest towers, and we reach all these people.
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We must understand their business, ask for ahomework assignment, take aproblem they are having and resolve it using radio
as the primary medium. We have to take amarketing approach,
and become partners with these major corporations instead of
expecting them to buy us because we're — because we're what?
It's not the quantity of stations you own, it's the quality of
the station and its ability to move product. Iwant to make sure
we are driving more funds into radio. The litmus test of success should be: Did we grow the radio pie? We have to develop
aclear vision of where we're going and aclear strategic plan

Peter is atireless ambassador for all that is
right about our industry, and equally tireless at
seeking solutions to help us move forward.
Those qualities make him one of the best operators in our business. — Rick Cummings,
President/Radio Division, Emmis
Communications

RI: How important is the Internet in radio's marketing mix?

Peter is atrue leader who passionately believes
in the power of our business and the importance of giving back to it. He is immensely positive and straightforward, always looking for
innovative strategies to improve his business,
and committed to empowering his employees
and helping them to grow. His selection for this
honor is well deserved. Congratulations, Peter! — Don Benson,
President/Radio Lincoln Financial Media Company

PS: Most advertisers today are looking at the Internet and saying to themselves: How does this work? Iknow Ihave to be here,
Idon't know why, but Iknow Ihave to be here. It is our job to
explain why they should use it when it is applicable and why they
shouldn't when it's not. Idon't believe anybody who tells me they
have the silver bullet to understanding the intersect between the
interactive world and broadcast. Streaming was supposed to make
millions. Well, stations were making about $ 69 ayear and spending fortunes. Streaming is very important, but it is only part of the
mix. Podcasting and blogs are also important.Those are the things
that have to be built out, where the solution for the dient is best

Peter has become one of the most respected
voices in our industry. His insights are keen,
and his industry contribution has been
invaluable. Everyone Iknow looks forward to
dealing with Peter because he's such an
upbeat guy. He is the model we should all
try to emulate in this business — he walks
that fine line of running an excellent business while taking good
care of his employees and keeping his product focused on his
listeners. — Eric Rhoads, Publisher, Radio Ink

to achieve those objectives. Iwant people to say we've got to
do radio, before TV or anything else.
Ialso want to make sure that training is still important for
stations. I'm going to serve as RAB chairman the same way
that Irun my business.

Li

settled in both worlds.
Having atwo-way relationship with the audience is important. Community is important. Our rock stations are all doing fine
because they have great street presence. They have great interactive websites where people can participate in the whole rock
experience. For us to grow this industry, we've got to understand
how people use our products.
RI: Is making money through the station website apriority?
PS: It is important, but the website has to have an interactive
role. It has to have adigital music store, video, podcasts that Ican
download from agreat morning show bit. Iwant to go there to
find out more about different types of music or artists. The website just can't sit there; it has to participate in the listener's life. It
has to bring abenefit to alistener. The more engaging it becomes,
the more lucrative it becomes. Ithink VVMMR's website gets 4.2
million hits amonth. That is abig number.
RI: Almost 40 percent of Clear Channel's radio eations are on
the market. How will this change the industry?
PS: I've never believed that the number of stations you
own is that important ametric. Irespect what they are doing.
They're in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles — that's about $ 2.5
billion worth of revenue right there. If you do astellar job in
the top 20 markets, you're going to have a great company.
There is nothing wrong with the other markets, but make sure
your management is positioned so that it can bring the most
attention and resources to the stations where you get the best
rate of return for your size operation. My company may have
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20 radio stations, but it generates over $ 230-9;240 million.
asuccessful company? Capitalize on your strengths, manage to
What Clear Channel is doing makes sense to me. If Ihad a your weaknesses.
company that size, Iprobably would have done something
RI: With HD Radio, the industry is launching many new stasimilar. It is not the quantity you own, it's the quality.
tions. How will it all play out?
RI: Will Greater Media buy any of those stations?
PS: Idon't know where the endgame will be. HD provides a
PS: If an opportunity presented itself, we would. We'd like to
tremendous opportunity to bring in diverse voices, and Isee HD
look into the southeast, southwest, Washington, DC. Our capital
stations augmenting the community and filling niches. But what
structure is strong, and our balance sheet is dean. Most of our starole will they play four or five years from now? Broadcasters must
tions are all paid for, so we're probably one of the companies that
figure out the best application for them. They will be incredible in
could participate in this without any problem. If the right opporterms of pushing out and receiving back data. The music today is
tunity presents itself and Clear Channel wants to do something
just the first generation of HD. The 2nd and 3rd generation will
with us, I'd welcome aconversation with Clear Channel CEO
make radio even more important in the community.
Mark Mays. But Iwould never take this company any bigger than
RI: So, will HD thrive more with data distribution than with music?
30 stations, tops, and they would have to be strategically placed.
PS: First we've got to get the distribution. We had agreat sale
RI: What are the odds that some of the existing groups will buy
in Detroit with Radio Shack, and we are starting to see the sales
up achunk of the Clear Channel stations?
pick up. The automotive companies are getting more receptive. In
PS: Iwould tell them to go back and look at the stable of the beginning it will be music, but all of asudden you'll start to
stations they already own. People are always readjusting their
see channels where authors will come in and read from books for
portfolio of stations to make sure they are properly suited to the
community groups. And then they will be used for interactive
skill sets they have. Make sure you think it through. Don't just
applications, exchanges of data back and forth.
think about being able to say in amagazine that you own 2,000
radio stations. Can you run them effectively? Do you have the
RI: And where will the money be made?
infrastructure that will bring you and the people who work
PS: Idon't think the HD2 channels will ever be marketed the
there aprofitable experience? Can you do all of that and still run
same way traditional radio is.You won't hear units per hour.You'll
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Peter (c) with Eddie Fritts (I) and ABC Radio President
John Hare at the 2006 Bayliss Roast in NYC

about the value of this technological advancement. It has been fun.
We work well together. Peter Ferrara really deserves atip of the hat.

hear, "This show is brought to you by...." like the PBS model.The
experience today is totally different. When people first experienced FM in the ' 70s, it was this underground funky thing that
didn't run any commercials, it just played Jimi Hendrix These
channels are coming on without any commercials, and the HD
Alliance is going to keep them commercial-free for the time
being. The way they will be monetized will be alot different. The
economics will change demonstratively.

RI: What are you hearing from the receiver manufacturers and
the automakers?
PS: l'in hearing very positive things. We've got great
response from the manufacturing base. On Black Friday we were
selling them for $ 99.The auto companies are starting to recognize that this thing is for real. They've got to see that you can build
avery significant distribution platform, which Peter and his crew
have done. The radio industry as awhole came together and put
up over $ 200 million in marketing muscle, and we've spent alot
of inventory on this. It is not like some other incarnations where
the radio industry would come together for 22 seconds and then
they would all go shoot each other. We all realize the applications
down the road are far, far greater than what we are talking about
today. We have to be in this space.

RI: It has been over ayear since the HD Digital Radio Alliance was
formed. Back then, the plan was to keep HD2 stations commercial free for an unspecified time. Can you give us an update?
PS: The original plan was to go commercial-free for 18
months, and Ithink we're going to extend it another year. CEO
Peter Ferrara is doing afabulous job. CBS Radio CEO Joel Hollander,
Mark Mays, and Iserve on the executive board, and we've been
working hard with Peter, traveling around the country and talking

RI: Greater Media has been actively rolling out its HD2 channels. What have you learned so far?
PS: It's expensive. You have to manage an HD station just like
you manage aregular station. When you meet with your regional
guys, make sure they are committed to it. Make sure they assign
people to it and commit economic resources to it. Don't think that
once the engineers finish building the tower you can walk away
from it. The challenging part is programming it and assigning
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warm bodies to it so the user has a positive experience. Do
research, have brainstorming sessions. Ask yourself: How can we
do it better? What are we doing right? What are we doing wrong?
We do labs with the listeners to see what they think. We bring people into our buildings to talk about it. What do you like about it?
What do you dislike about it? How is the audio quality?
If you are going to be in the business, then be in it. It is a
constant investment. We're not here to play, we're here to win.
When Ifirst got into it, Ithought Ican just build them and
that's it. Then, sitting around with some of our general managers one night, Isaid we've got to have the best-sounding stations in the country. And they said there is nobody listening. I
said there is nobody listening today. That gives you time to
screw it up, so when they are listening, it will be great. And
that is what we did. Next year Iwant to have aMarconi award
for the best HD2 channel in the country.
RI: What do you think of the rumors about XM Satellite Radio
and Sirius Satellite Radio merging?
PS:I have read all the rumors, but who knows what will happen? Ithink that business should be video-on-demand. That's the
best application. I'd take those 120 channels and bum them down
to 10 video-on-demand channels beamed into the back seats of
cars so parents could have their kids watching Bambi. Would a
young parent with ascreaming two-year-old pay $ 3.95 to shut the
kid up? In aheartbeat. Ithink that is abetter application than what

WMMR FM Pproin Director Bill Weston

they are doing now, because people are tired of paying for things,
and this next generation thinks things are free.
RI: Are you concerned about how the recent shift in political
power in Congress could affect the radio industry?
PS: As long as the Republicans control the White House, there
is some check and balance on which bills will pass and which
won't. A lot of centrist Democrats were elected, so they have to be
careful that the liberal wing of the party doesn't hijack it. Because
if it does, and Congress gets bogged down with endless investigations, it will be two years of nothing until the next election.
RI: Do you expect the indecency debate to crop up again?
PS:I think that will eventually become aFirst Amendment
issue, right or wrong. Here is the problem: It's very hard to get

PETER,

CONGRATULATIONS!
YOU ARE WHAT MAKES GREATER MEDIA GREAT
H ERB MCCORD

GRANUM COMMUNICATIONS
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aclear-cut vision of where it is supposed to be. I'm not trying
to be awise guy, but how do you define indecency? According
to their standards, Idon't know what it is. But the fine amount
— $ 325,000 per utterance — that is pretty definable. But does
one complaint letter mean that we get a $ 325,000 fine?
RI: The FCC is conducting another review of its ownership
rules. Do you expect Congress will once again get involved?
PS: Ithink the temperature is going to increase dramatically, but Idon't think anything will happen. It's going to be
very difficult to get some of these bills passed, because Idon't
think the centristgwant to deal with the liberal wing. There are
going to be alot of competing agendas, so it will be difficult
to get alot of these bills through. Some in Congress think that
there is too much concentration, but Ithink it would be very
difficult to roll back the limits because you'd have to unwind a
lot of companies, and create alot of dislocation. Idon't see the
rules being repealed, and Idon't see them being expanded,
either. Ithink it's the status quo.
RI: The local market ownership caps and the Arbitron-based
radio market definitions are back on the table. What do you
expect will happen?
PS: With market definition, Ithink it goes back to laws of
nature. Inever thought the Arbitron method was the right one.
The physics of radio should dictate that. FCC Chairman Kevin

Martin is going to bring up alot of different things and the
rules will all get re-introduced, but Ithink they'll all end up
back in an appeals court. It will be achallenging time on the
legislative front, there's no doubt about it.
RI: It seems that the harder the FCC tries to set clear limits,
the more questions that arise.
PS: As long as you can continue to appeal them and get stays
of the rules, you will never get the proper balance. Once you get
to four or five stations in amarketplace, the next three or four are
used as spoilers. They decrease the price structure of the market,
and you cannibalize yourself. There are only eight basic formats,
and then there are flankers of that. When you get into eight stations in amarket, it gets hard to run them. That is to the detriment of radio, so maybe you have another operator in the marketplace. Idon't like the fact that the government can come in and
tell you you've got to do this or that. Greater Media just went
through it. Ihad to get rid of one station in Boston, and Ithink
it is ridiculous. Kevin Martin will be under alot of pressure, and
people will be pounding on him to do certain things. But Idon't
foresee major changes.
RI: It was only the numerical limits that the court remanded,
so all the FCC has to justify are those limits.
PS: But Istill don't think they will get it done. What have
they gotten done? Not ahell of alot. à

Congratulations!
Peter Smyth
President/CEO, Greater Media
Radio Ink's Radio Executive of the Year

from your friends at Edison Media Research

edison media research
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Clark On Sales

By Steve Clark

Understand The Buyer's Decision Process
Map Out The Steps Your Client Needs To Take
The best sales forces develop and use

some questions that will help you and
the buyer define and clarify what has to

asystematic sales process. Mapping the
steps that must happen before asale can
be made provides aframework for sales

happen before adecision can be made:
• What kind of results are you getting
with your current advertising campaign?

planning and activity reduces mistakes,
and shortens new hire ramp-up time. But
conspicuously absent from most of these
process maps are the steps that prospective customers must follow. If the client
doesn't do what he must to move to the next step in his buying
process, your own process could be atotal waste of time.
Account managers or sales managers often ask: What must we
do to dose this deal? That is the wrong question. What you should
be asking is: What must the prospect do? And the follow-up question is: What must we do to get them to do those things?
As sales professionals, you don't retire quota or earn commissions for anything that you do. You get paid relative to what
your prospects do. When they sign acontract or issue apurchase order, you make some money. You must accept that you
cannot control your prospects.
Whether or not you follow asystematic sales process, you
should endeavor to understand and document your prospect's buying process. You must understand not only the things that have to
happen throughout the selection and approval process, but also who
will be involved along the way. Defining and documenting auseful map of our prospects' buying process takes time and effort, and

• Can your existing advertising provide
the results needed to take your business
to the next level? What has prevented it
from providing those results in the past?
• If your current campaign is not providing the results you
need, how can you determine if another campaign might
work better?
• How have you managed to do so well despite the inadequate
results from your current campaign?
• Why are you accepting unsatisfactory results from your existing campaign? What needs to happen for you and the other
decision-makers in your company to do something different?
• What do you and the other decision-makers need to know or
understand before you will be willing to solve this problem?
• Since bringing in anew advertising strategy would necessitate
changes, what would your decision team need to understand

requires that you reach, qualify, and sell to all of the people who
will play apart in the selection and approval process.You need alot

before they would be willing to help you through the process?
• What would they need to see or hear before they would be
able to understand that this new process would not create
chaos for them?
• What Ihear you saying is that you need X, Y, and Zfrom me
to have confidence that we can help you. Is that correct? What
would you like for me to do next?

of input and perspective, because simply accepting any one person's opinion leaves too many variables to chance, and leaves you
with too much exposure and opportunity for failure.

Armed with athorough understanding of the stages of your
prospect's buying process, you can plan your work accordingly.
Then every single move can be made with the specific intent of

LET ME ASK YOU SOMETHING
in order for you and the buyer to understand the buying
process, you need to ask questions. Lots of questions. Here are

• Document your prospect's buying process, including the
things that have to happen throughout the selection and
approval process, and who will be involved along the way.
• In order for you and the buyer to understand the buying
process, you need to ask alot of questions.
• Armed with athorough understanding of the steps and
stages of your prospect's buying process, you can effectively guide your client.
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empowering your prospects to take the necessary steps in their
buying process.
Before you proceed, you should know exactly what must happen next in their buying process, and what you will to do to make
that happen. If you spend the time and money to visit aprospect
without aplan for what you intend to say and do to help guide
them through their buying process, then you are little more than a
professional visitor. Taking the time to thoroughly understand what
the prospect needs to do in order to buy often makes the difference
between the very successful and those who simply get by. à
Steve Clark is the founder and CEO of New School Selling, an international sales

J

and marketing organization. He can be reached at 800-250-3146 or via e-mail at
sclarli@newschoolsdling.com.Visit his website at www.newschoolselling.com.
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THE JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME
BEGINS HERE...

When the world of electronic media embarks on aquest for
the latest toots, techniques, standards and knowledge, there's
only one true destination: NAB2007. Whether you're making
the transition to HD, preparing to broadcast the 2008 Olympic
Games, looking to invest in hot technologies like I
PTV and mobile
video, seeking tools to help create and refine content, exploring
new revenue streams, or simply trying to remain ahead of your
competition, the most direct route to success can be found
at NAB2007.
Uniting the creative process with the converging technologies
that are delivering electronic media's future, NAB2007 is
undeniably the world's marketplace for new product introdudon
and the single greatest gathering of the industry— more than twice
the size of any other event. If you are an audio or video production
professional, broadcaster, content owner or distribution channel
provider, NAB2007 is your passport to opportunity. Get ready to
form strategic partnerships, take advantage of advanced training
and education and discover the innovations driving the future of
entertainment, information and enterprise communications.

Át4E1
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

Conferences: April 14-19 • Exhibits: April 16-19
Las Vegas Convention Center • Las Vegas, Nevada USA

www.nabshow.com

Steinber• On Creative

By Steven J
.

Spectacular Results From Spec Spots
Maximizing The Return On Investment On Trial Balloon Commercials
On my first day on the job with the company that now
employs me, Iwas shown the office recently vacated by the previous
creative services director. A handwritten sign above the door jamb
defiantly proclaimed, "NO WM:4 SPEC SPOTS!" Iremoved the
offensive and offending proclamation, knowing as Idid that this
was one of the main reasons there was anew sheriff in town.

3.

4.

The philosophy of my management team mirrored my own:
Spec spots work, and they need to be an active part of the creative
services arsenal. My predecessor's recalcitrance at doing speculative
commercials was something made abundantly dear to both the
sales staff and management. It's an issue at many radio stations,
where creative services' time allotment is acrucial resource.
So one of my responsibilities as creative services director for
alarge group of stations is to produce spec spots to help dose
deals. Please note the use of the word spots. I'm not talking about
scripts. When Ispeak of spec spots, I'm referring to fully produced commercials. Aspec spot is used primarily to move an otherwise undecided client — someone who more often than not
has not been on the radio before — into signing acontract.
Here's my case for spec spots.
1. WE SHOULD DO SPEC SPOTS BECAUSE, UNLIKE VIRTUALLY EVERY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS MEDIUM,
WE CAN. Newspapers and television stations/cable companies cannot afford to produce speculative advertising; the production costs just don't warrant the risk of failure. This gives
radio ahuge edge that must be exploited. Radio spec spots
simply require the time it takes to write ascript and voice it.
The work is done in-house, with no cost of materiel, save, perhaps, ablank CD.
2.

5.

A SPEC SPOT LEAVES NOTHING TO THE IMAGINATION.
Unlike ascript, which many erstwhile prospects may find
uninspired or open to interpretation, afully produced spec
spot is the embodiment of "what you hear is what you get."
ASPEC SPOT CREATES A "WHAT IF IDON'T?" SCENARIO.
Once aclient hears aproduced spot, if the decision is made
not to sign acontract and go on the air with it, that nagging
doubt can grow into full-blown regret. Which is why Ialways
recommend leaving the CD with the dient if the result isn't a
signed deal.
ASPEC SPOT THAT'S TURNED DOWN BY CLIENT ACAN
BE USED BY CLIENT B. Ihave no problem telling aclient
that "we think this concept works especially well for someone in your product/service category and we wanted to offer

6.

it to you first," as aselling ploy. If the commercial is especially
good, the prospect might find it unsettling to think that
instead of his business's name in the commercial, it could
conceivably be that of the competition, if the deal isn't dosed.
SOME TIPS:

•Spec spots are only for prospects on the fence. They are
not aprospecting tool. A spec spot isn't something you bring
to afirst meeting with aclient. It is designed to close adeal,
not open discussions.
•Make sure, at the end of any spec spot you leave with a
client, that you put in acopyright disclaimer — something
like, "The preceding commercial is copyrighted (year) and is
the sole intellectual property rights of (station/group) and
may not be used in whole or in part without express permission of (station/group).
•Don't e-mail MP3s of spec spots to clients. A spec should
be presented formally.

SPEC SPOTS CREATE A VERSION OF REALITY THAT
CLIENTS BUY INTO. When aprospective client hears aproduced commercial, anew reality emerges. It's no longer a
•Don't drop off aspec spot for the client to listen to later.
question of the client wondering how aspot would sound. It
If the client isn't available, reschedule the appointment.
now exists. So the only remaining issue is whether the client
•After the presentation, make sure the client realizes that
is willing to forego having that commercial reach its intended
target audience, or let it disappear into limbo.

this is awork in progress and can be altered and adapted to
meet specific needs.

r — —
ci

QUIC <READ'

• Spec spots should be an active part of the creative services arsenal.
• Aspec spot is used primarily to move an otherwise
undecided client into signing acontract. It is not a
prospecting tool.
• Aspec turned down by client Acan be used by client B.
• Make sure the client realizes this is awork in progress.
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The bottom line is, spec isn't aburden or hassle. It's aspectacular marketing tool that can bring in business you might otherwise never see come across the threshold. If you're open to
doing spec spots, you can expect to dose alot of deals. Gi
Steven J. Steinberg is creative services director for Nassau Broadcasting Partners
in Portland, ME. He can be reached at 207-272-5595, or e-mail him at
ssteinberg@nassaubroadcasting.com for information on The Theater of Steve's
Mind Consultation and Seminar Services.
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More Solutions. More Service.
More Success.
Since 1998, MediaSpan has helped more radio stations grow their online
audience and revenue than any other company.
But its not just our longevity that has made us the number one
online solutions provider for local Radio.

MediaSpan has the most complete roster of products.
Our integrated suite of solutions can fit any station's needs.

From loyalty management to audio streaming, our customers
get all the online tools they need at the right price.

MediaSpan people are the best in the business
Our local service team is made up of radio industry
vets with over 150 years of combined experience.

Our customers know that their MediaSpan
representative understands their business.

MediaSpan performance is unmatched.
Our robust technology platform and U.S.- based development
team are the most time- tested in the business. Our station

partners exceed their online revenue and audience goals.

MED1ASPAN
ONLINE

SERVICES

Doesn't Your Radio Station Deserve More?
CONTENT
MANAGEMENT

STREAMING

CUSTOM

RELATIONSHIP

WEBSITE DESIGN

MANAGEMENT

PODCASTING

ADVERTISING

NETWORK
REVENUE

FAN FRENZY
GAMES

1.877.691.8888 I BusinessDevelopment@mediaspanonline.com I www.mediaspanonline.com

TRAINING
& SUPPORT

. _ Luce On Mana:ement

By Sea

Lu e

Look Inside The Coffeemaker
Culture Change Is Possible If You Lead By Example
Is it really possible to change your station's

ounces of stale coffee left thanks to the

culture? Too often, new general managers

last person who failed to make afresh

burst into aradio operation and bark out

pot. Not this time. The coffeemaker was

the question: How we are going to

off and the pot clean. Iwent to fill up

change the culture here? I've heard

the pot with fresh water and

the speech ahundred times. Maybe

scoop new coffee into the fil-

ahandful of GMs are successful

ter. Except for one thing —

in effecting change. What hap-

the coffeemaker already had a

pens to the rest?

new filter and fresh coffee

In most cases, new GMs

waiting to be brewed. Istared

enter a situation that is tumul-

in silence. I have never seen

tuous at best, both inside and out-

this done voluntarily.

side the station. Most get stung by the

Something had changed at this

same bee: "That's the way it's been
done here since Roosevelt was

station: The golden rule had infiltrated the
le/l
ie

culture, the principle of treating other people

president." Instead of being

the way you want to be treated. Sales and

the agent of change, the new

programming were starting to respect

boss becomes one of " them."

each other. This might seem small, but

Enveloped in bad morale, they eventually quit or get blown out because they
became part of the problem.
Iwitnessed real culture change in amarket where Iwas

it's huge. It showed me that these
people had bought into the new GM's culture change and were ready to work with apurpose.
By the way, Ileft the coffeemaker the way Ifound it!

doing annual planning sessions with the entire sales depart-

During the planning sessions that week, we implemented

ment. These are the most important meetings of the year,

the " 212" idea Ioutlined in my previous column ("Turn Up

and often involve 14-hour days, sometimes 8hours per rep.

The Heat In 2007!" Radio Ink, 12/4/06). Ifelt secure that it

The company had hired a new GM five months earlier.

would add another piece to the culture change puzzle. Based

During our first meeting, he noted that the station's culture

upon hitting sales goals 12 percent over the sales budgets they

needed to change. Okay, here we go again — another false

set during my market trip, the GM and station owner had

promise that wouldn't be kept. But something told me this

decided that everyone at the station would receive money for

situation was different. The new GM didn't get up on ahigh

achieving this new level.

horse and bark commandments. Person by person, he related

Iasked the GM to delineate the key strategies he used to

how he would like his staff to be part of something special,

bring his people around so quickly, and how he got them to

and have fun doing it.

follow anew mission:

The proof is in the pudding — or maybe inside the coffeemaker.

"In order to effect change, people need something to

Two days into the trip, Iwent to get acup of coffee at

believe in. They have to share the vision of the leader. The only

around 4 p.m. At that time of day in most offices, the burners

true way to change culture is to share the vision and then,

are heating aburnt pot of smoldering black tar, or there's two

most importantly, you as the leader must live the vision. It
really isn't brain surgery. Just walk the talk! Lead by example."
He continued, " Make sure you have a vision, then
share the vision. You know you have changed the culture

• With employee support, unsuccessful corporate cultures
can be changed.
• New leaders must have aplan to challenge, change

when your staff shares their exciting accomplishments
rather than telling you what you could do better to fix
their problem."

à

unproductive behavior.
• Good leaders share their vision with employees — then
lead by example.
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Sean Luce is the head national instructor at Luce Performance Group. He can be
reached at 832-567-6340 or by e-mail at Stan@luceperformancegroup.com.
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Developing RELATIONSHIPS. Providing SOLUTIONS."'

RADIO'S FIRST LADY
—

Eleanor Roosevelt hired

Candid Camera's Alan Funt to
coach her during an aspiring
radio career, which included
stints on NBC, CBS, and ABC.
Her own show, It's aWoman's
World, aired on CBS in 1935;
and she co- hosted Eleanor
and Anna Roosevelt with
daughter Anna Boetiger in
1948-49.
Photo courtesy of the Library of
American Broadcasting
SEARCH YOUR ARCHIVES. Radio Ink
magazine is searching for vintage
photographs of people, stations, or
promotions to use on our Blast page.
All photos will be returned, but please
LABEL them with identifying captions.
including areturn address and contact
name. Mail to: Wendy Bernstein,
Managing Editor, Radio Ink, 224
Datura St., Suite 1015, West Palm
Beach, FL 33401, or e-mail to
wendy@radioink.com.

. .
Congratumuons, Peter
Radio Ink's Radio Executive of the Year

"It's been a long road since Government Center!"
- Gary Berkowitz

BERKOWITZ BROADCAST CONSULTING
Programming Consultants to Adult Contemporary Radio

248-737-3727

www.garyberk.corn
gary@garyberk.com
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FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 2, 2007 * NASHVILLE, TN * NASHVILLE CONVENTION CENTER

TE SPEAKER

USIC CITY JA

LIFE OF A LEGEND

COUNTRY RADIO BROADCASTERS, INC.

=
PANI(
MARKET RESEARCH AND 1TRATEGY

HISPANIC MARKET
RESEARCH & STRATEGY
CRB, in conjunction with Edison Media
Research,

will

present

the

first- ever

study of Hispanic Americans and their
relationship

'
Jon Bon Jovi

Toby Keith

INTERVIEWED BY CURRY HOUSE

Ronnie Milsap

with

Country Music

Country

Radio

on Thursday,

and

March

1,

2007 at 2:00 PM.

PANELISTS FROM BOTH RADIO AND RECORDS INCLUDING

I

-BLAIR GARNE R

l

After NEdnite .
Premiere Radio

CHRIS BELL
PlanetJAM
Media Group

i
BILL MCMAHON
The Authentic
Personality

CHARL E

06K

Cumulus Media

it1

MIKE PETERSON

MIKE DUNGAN

WUSN Chicago

/i
SCOTT LINDY

STEVE GOLDSTEIN

CLAY WALKER

Capitol Records

Sirius Satellite Radio

Saga Communications

Curb/Asylum
Recording Artist

LUKE LEWIS

BOB KINGSLEY

THOMAS HRIPKO
The Radio spot

Warner Bros.
Recording Artist

UMG Nashville

Bob Kingsley's
Country Top 40

JIM CANTORC -

The Weather Channel

REGISTER TODAY! ADVANCE RATE OF $530 ENDS 01/12/07
AFTER 01/12/07, REGISTRATION RATE IS $605 AND IS AVAILABLE ON-SITE ONLY

REGISTER ONLINE AT WININ.CRB.ORG OR CALL 615.327.4487

"I get big- market treatment 'edge*
for my small-town markets."
Charles Lelièvre
Director of Technology,
Connoisseur Media, LLC

Managing Content. Delivering Results.
"After researching the market, Ichose Harris because we knew that they could aid in the impossible— getting at least
six of our new stations on the air from the ground up in less than ayear. When Irun out of ideas or I'm seeking a
solution to aproblem, Iknow Ican call Harris and speak to aprofessional— areal engineer; somebody on the ground,
working with new technologies and equipment— and come up with innovative solutions to my problems. As arapidly
growing company, it's also great to know that with Harris as our technology partner, we have aclear and efficient path
to HD Radio'. We're asmall company in today's market, but Harris treats us like we're their oiggest customer."
AM/FM

AUDIO CONSOLES

Oil;ZRIS°

DIGITAL RADIO

BROADCAST STUDIO

assuredcommunicatione
Broadcast • Microwave •

R F Comm •

Phone (800) 622-0022 or email: bcdautoconfirm@harris.com

HIGH

POWER AM

Government Systems

SYSTEMS & SERVICE

www.harris.com

HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corp.

